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She’s right. I’d only alter the title a bit, “The US [Corporation Behind-the-
Scenes-and-always-operating-in-the-Shadows"] Traveling Circus of Chaos”…
And if you read the last two Hong Kong Occupy Central posts here (post 1,
post 2), you might remember that all of this “occupy” business got started back
in April, 2014, and has been neatly, and non-transparently as hell (to most),
funded by the West, namely, the NDI, the NED, the TED, the FRED, and who
knows who else… oh yes, the US State Department (aka, US DODS
(Department of Double Speak), aka, US Department of Silly Talks, and don’t
forget the DOOSH!).

“Hong Kong is on fire. Of course, this should have been expected. You thought they would
target Russia via Ukraine, while leaving China alone? These past several months I was just
wondering where exactly they would strike. Hong Kong is very logical: it is to China a bit like
Ukraine (and by extension, Crimea) to Russia.

“Interesting ‘coincidence': as tensions ease up somewhat in Ukraine, they increase at the
same time elsewhere!… What does this tell us? One thing only: ALL THIS IS ARRANGED
BY THE SAME TEAM. They have one, two teams max, to create chaos and spread circles
of violence around the world! There are only so many circles of violence this hard-working
team can juggle at any given moment.”

——————————————————————–

Ukraine, ISIL, Ebola, Hong Kong: The US Traveling Circus of Chaos

(Ref. : US Government Is Funding The Hong Kong “Student Protests” on PaulCraigRoberts.org)

Hong Kong is on fire. Of course, this should have been expected. You thought they would target Russia
via Ukraine, while leaving China alone? These past several months I was just wondering where exactly
they would strike. Hong Kong is very logical: it is to China a bit like Ukraine (and by extension, Crimea) to
Russia.

The reason this is happening right now is clear: both China and Russia are building anti-dollar coalition
and are preparing to dump the Western banking system. Notice that ‘pro-democracy protests’ didn’t
happen in Hong Kong at any other time before. They are happening specifically now, although the same
exact problems were always there.
Interesting ‘coincidence': as tensions ease up somewhat in Ukraine, they increase at the same time
elsewhere! I said that US will slowly disengage from Ukraine, now that they were unable to get what they
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wanted there, namely Crimea for their bases and in order to squeeze Russia out of the Black Sea + all of
Ukraine for fracking and for bases targeting Russia. They already know they won’t be able to hold on to
Ukraine (as I predicted from the very beginning!). See: Predictions and My Latest Intel: Did US Lose in
Ukraine? Is Putin the Best Russian Leader? Do People Prefer Conspiracies to Real Truth? The resistance
of the population in Ukraine turned out too strong and growing, despite all the intimidation. Therefore, they
are moving on to new targets. ISIL, Ebola, and the fresh one – Hong Kong.

What does this tell us? One thing only: ALL THIS IS ARRANGED BY THE SAME TEAM. They have one,
two teams max, to create chaos and spread circles of violence around the world! There are only so many
circles of violence this hard-working team can juggle at any given moment.

It is a traveling circus of the sort I refered to in my recent post: The Ugly Mask of Fascism in Ukraine 1:
Urge to Destroy. Except, this one is of a different kind. The ukro-nazi traveling circus in Ukraine is all about
destruction and terrorizing the population so they would be afraid to speak up. It relies on brute physical
force. This traveling circus is much more intelligent and subtle. It is about masterminding color revolutions
and creating destabilization in various parts of the globe. It is the brain behind the chaos. The similarities
are: both hide their faces – ukro-nazis behind black masks, and the geopolitical traveling circus of chaos –
just by remaining behind the scenes and therefore, invisible to people. But, make no mistake: they serve
one master and they are financed from the same source.

Of course, in order for any riots to take place, there has to be a predisposition, a pre-condition, for such
events to take place. There are real problems in Hong Kong, and that’s what they capitalize on. But these
problems existed all these years. They have been brought out and exaggerated ten-fold to make this work.
The evidence of the outside intervention is very easy to spot. Look how many problems the US has, look
how many people are unhappy and talk about it – but very little happens as far as protests. Protests, in
order to turn into a bloody coup like in Ukraine, need interference and hefty financing from abroad. And
US/UK are so terrific at both!

And another thing: the mask of those who are truly behind the ‘Occupy Central’ movement in Hong Kong,
the camouflage of those who orchestrated the right time to act for the leaders of this movement, and who
gave the signal – is excellent. The whole thing looks very natural. Therefore, even those people who
should know what’s up, are buying it. I just had an interesting discussion with my hubby’s family, the Hong
Kong natives…

Every country in the world, especially all those countries opposed to the US-centric world, is now watching
very closely what’s happening in Hong Kong and Ukraine. Everyone got the message sent by the
Yanukovich’s overturn loud and clear. Except, it may not be the message US hoped for.

China isn’t Ukraine and Chinese government isn’t stupid, or weak.

Moreover, I predicted early on that in Ukraine they bit more than they could ever hope to chew. They
should have left Ukraine alone. As a result, more and more countries get convinced that US cannot be
trusted.

Prediction: The stampede to join the alliance with Russia and China is about to begin. It will be quiet at
first. When it becomes obvious to all, it will be too late.

*****

To illustrate the point further, below is an excerpt from a guest post on PaulCraigRoberts.org, who
continues to work tirelessly to inform and bring out the truth. This guest post is by Tony Cartalucci of Global
Research.
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US Government Is Funding The Hong Kong “Student Protests”

October 1, 2014. Guest column by Tony Cartalucci, Global Research, October 01, 2014

Url of this article:http://www.globalresearch.ca/us-now-admits-it-is-funding-occupy-central-in-hong-
kong/5405680

“Just as the US admitted shortly after the so-called “Arab Spring” began spreading chaos across the
Middle East that it had fully funded, trained, and equipped both mob leaders and heavily armed terrorists
years in advance, it is now admitted that the US State Department through a myriad of organizations and
NGOs is behind the so-called “Occupy Central” protests in Hong Kong.
The Washington Post would report in an article titled, “Hong Kong erupts even as China tightens screws on
civil society,” that:

Chinese leaders unnerved by protests elsewhere this year have been steadily tightening controls over
civic organizations on the mainland suspected of carrying out the work of foreign powers.

The campaign aims to insulate China from subversive Western ideas such as democracy and freedom of
expression, and from the influence, specifically, of U.S. groups that may be trying to promote those values
here, experts say. That campaign is long-standing, but it has been prosecuted with renewed vigor under
President Xi Jinping, especially after the overthrow of Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych following
months of street demonstrations in Kiev that were viewed here as explicitly backed by the West. The
Washington Post would also report (emphasis added):

One foreign policy expert, who spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss a sensitive subject, said
Putin had called Xi to share his concern about the West’s role in Ukraine. Those concerns appear to have
filtered down into conversations held over cups of tea in China, according to civil society group members.
“They are very concerned about Color Revolutions, they are very concerned about what is going on in
Ukraine,” said the international NGO manager, whose organization is partly financed by the National
Endowment for Democracy (NED), blamed here for supporting the protests in Kiev’s central Maidan
square. “They say, ‘Your money is coming from the same people. Clearly you want to overthrow China.’ ”

Congressionally funded with the explicit goal of promoting democracy abroad, NED has long been viewed
with suspicion or hostility by the authorities here. But the net of suspicion has widened to encompass such
U.S. groups as the Ford Foundation, the International Republican Institute, the Carter Center and the Asia
Foundation.

Of course, NED and its many subsidiaries including the International Republican Institute and the National
Democratic Institute do no such thing as “promoting democracy,” and instead are in the business of
constructing a global network of neo-imperial administration termed “civil society” that interlocks with the
West’s many so-called “international institutions” which in turn  are completely controlled by interests in
Washington, upon Wall Street, and in the cities of London and Brussels.

The very concept of the United States ”promoting democracy” is scandalous when considering it
is embroiled in an invasive global surveillance scandal, guilty of persecuting one unpopular war after
another around the planet against the will of its own people and based on verified lies, and brutalizing and
abusing its own citizens at home with militarized police cracking down on civilians in towns like Ferguson,
Missouri – making China’s police actions against “Occupy Central” protesters pale in comparison.
“Promoting democracy” is clearly cover for simply expanding its hegemonic agenda far beyond its borders
and at the expense of national sovereignty for all subjected to it, including Americans themselves…”
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Please remember to support FuturisTrendcast and LadaRayLive by subscribing, liking &
commenting. Your donations and purchases of Lada’s books are always appreciated and are a
huge help to offset our expenses!

Donate here

Buy links and details for Lada’s books
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